101. Hazel and Augustus live in (ch1)
a. Chicago
b. Indianapolis
c. Cincinnati
d. Minneapolis
e. Ann Arbor
102. Hazel’s support group meets in (ch 1)
a. The Heart of the World
b. The soul of Jesus
c. The literal support for Friendship
d. The one Community of Jesus
e. The Literal Heart of Jesus
103. At the beginning of the novel what television show would Hazel rather watch than attend Support Group?
(A) Top Chef
(B) American Gladiators
(C) America’s Next Top Model
(D) Gossip Girl
104. What is the name of the experimental drug that successfully shrinks Hazel’s lung tumors?
(A) Domperidome
(B) Phalanxifor
(C) Finasteride
(D) Alexandronate
105. When they first meet, which actress does Gus compare Hazel to? (chs1&2)
a.Audrey Hepburn
b. Natalie Portman
c. Scarlett Johansson
d. Katharine Hepbur
106. What is the name of the main character in Augustus’s favorite novel, The Price of Dawn? (chs 1&2)
(A) Staff Sergeant Max Mayhem
(B) Lieutenant Larry Ludicrous
(C) Captain Kris Crusher
(D) Private Peter Pandemonium
107. In chapter 1, When Augustus says that he fears oblivion during the weekly Support Group, Hazel reacts by:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Sitting quietly and pondering his depth.
Raising her hand and saying she fears oblivion, too.
Raising her hand and discussing how oblivion is inevitable, so we might as well ignore it like everyone else does.
Laughing hysterically.

108. In chapter 1, the leader of the support group is
Isaac
b. Rhonda
c. Monica
d. Patrick

e. Peter

109. What does Augustus say he fears at the support group meeting where he first meets Hazel? (ch1)
(A) Meaninglessness
(B) Oblivion
(C) Cancer
(D) Nothing

110. Before he was diagnosed with osteosarcoma and his leg was amputated, at what sport was Augustus
accomplished? Ch (1, 2, 3)
a. Baseball
b. football
c. Basketball
d. Tennis
111. In chapter 2, the driving of Augustus is said to be
a. too fast
b. too slow
c. just terrible
d. just great
e. Impressive but aggressive
112. In Chapter 2, Hazel admits to having
a.esophogeal cancer
b. Thyroid cancer

c. lung cancer

d. pancreatic cancer

113. What reason does Hazel give for being a vegetarian? (ch2)
(A) She was convinced by a book
(B) She wants to limit the amount of suffering she is responsible for
(C) Animals are too cute
(D) She does not like the taste of meat
114. Augustus’ favorite group is (chs1&2&3)
a. The Madding Crowd
b. The Hectic Glow
c. The Final Show
d. The Velvet Glow
e. The Hellish No
115. In Chapter 2, we learn that Hazel is
a. out of school
b. taking homeschool high school
c. going to the community college
116. Hazel's stylish friend is (ch3)
a. Patricia b. Monica c. Caroline

d. Kaitlyn e. Serena

117. In chapter 3, we learn that Hazel's breathing tube is a
a. a granula
b. a cannula
c. a phalangea d. an intrica

e. an esophogeum

118. Who does Augustus Waters claim is Hazel’s mid-2000’s film look-a-like? (Ch2)
(A) Rachel McAdams
(B) Anne Hathaway
(C) Hillary Duff
(D) Natalie Portman
(E) Miley Cyrus
119. Although she's not wild about the book, Hazel begins ( in chapter three) to read
a. The Price of Dawn
b. The Death of Mumbasi
c. The fight for the Magaez
d. Attack Squad III
e. Attack Squad IV
120. Hazel's favorite book is
a. A Deadly Delight
b. An Epiphany for Jenny
c. The Last Dawn
d. An Imperial Affliction
e. Epistle for Annaliese

(chs1 &2)

121. The protagonist of Hazel's favorite book is (ch2)
a. Eva
b. Kaitherine
c. Patricia
d. Anna

e. Caroline

122. In Chapter Three, the reader learns that Kaitlyn hates
a. her second boyfriend
b. her second home
c. her second dress
d. her second finger
e. her second toe
123.

Augustus loves
a. Eating ice cream
b. Arguing with his parents violently
c. talking with Patrick
d. discussing cancer with Isaac
e. playing video games

124. When Hazel goes over to Augustus's house after Monica dumped Isaac, what does she watch Isaac do after
Augustus grants him permission? (ch 4)
a.
b.
c.
d.

Isaac breaks all of Augustus's basketball trophies.
Isaac rips wallpaper and posters off of the walls of the house.
Isaac eats all of the ice cream that was in the freezer.
Isaac breaks all of Augustus's football trophies.

125. Isaac is upset because (ch 4)
a. He’s dying of cancer
b. His girlfriend has left him
c. His drugs aren’t relieving the pain
d. All of the above are correct
126. Isaac’s girlfriend:
a. Caroline
b. Eveline
c. Monica
d. Kaitlyn
127. What is the name of Gus’ ex-girlfriend who passed away from brain cancer? Ch 8
a. Lara Singer
b. Lindsey Lee Wells
c. Martha Spiegelman
d. Caroline Mathers
e. Kaitlyn Warner
128. Later we learn that Augustus’ old girlfriend was
a. Beautiful and kind
b. Not such a nice person
c. A victim of radiation treatment gone bad
d. Not as pretty as Hazel
129. In their correspondence, what reason does Van Houten give for not answering Hazel’s list of questions about
the fate of the characters of An Imperial Affliction? (ch7)
(A) He does not know the answers.
(B) He doesn’t trust Hazel to not publish or share the answers.
(C) He is working on the sequel, which he hopes to publish in a year or two.
(D) His Dutch lawyer won’t allow him to share his literary secrets.
130. In what childish way, according to Augustus, did Hazel choose to use her wish from the Genie Foundation
when she was thirteen? (ch5)
(A) Hazel got a pet pony named Purple Pony.
(B) Hazel donated her wish to a child less fortunate than her.
(C) Hazel took a trip to Disney World.
(D) Hazel got backstage passes to an ‘N Sync concert.

131. While Hazel and Augustus are having dinner at a fancy restaurant in Amsterdam, a Dutch woman shouts
something at them. When someone else translates, what was it that she said? (ch11)
a.
b.
c.
d.

"You guys are so cute together!"
"The beautiful couple is beautiful!"
"I love her dress!"
"You two are the most beautiful couple I've ever seen!"

132. How does Peter Van Houten refer to time in his letter to Augustus? (ch7)
(A) He says time is of less comfort than a good drink.
(B) He says time is a slut.
(C) He says that time makes victims of us all.
(D) He says time is not enough to cure pain.
133. What artifact from her childhood causes Hazel to feel extremely sad?
(A) The swing set
(B) Her first bicycle
(C) An antique dollhouse
(D) Her teddy bear
134. What film do Hazel and Augustus watch together on their flight to Amsterdam? (ch10)
(A) The Terminator
(B) 300
(C) The Great Gatsby
(D) Romeo and Juliet
(E) Gladiator

135. What does Hazel learn about Augustus on their flight to Amsterdam? (ch10)
(A) He loves cats.
(B) He hates anchovies.
(C) He’s afraid of heights.
(D) He’s afraid of flying.
(E) He loves her
136. What do Hazel and Augustus drink during their romantic meal at Oranjee? (ch11)
(A) Perrier
(B) Coca Cola
(C) Champagne
(D) Tap water
137. Where do Hazel and Augustus share their first romantic kiss? (ch12)
(A) Funky Bones
(B) Augustus’s car
(C) The Literal Heart of Jesus
(D) The House of Anne Frank

138. What T-shirt does Hazel wear to meet Van Houten? (ch11)
(A) A Pablo Picasso T-shirt
(B) A Rene Magritte T-shirt
(C) A Salvador Dali T-shirt
(D) A Joan Miro T-shirt

139. What is Peter Van Houten’s preferred music? (ch11)
(A) Italian opera
(B) German techno
(C) Swedish hip-hop
(D) American indie rock
140. What does Peter Van Houten mix his scotch with? (ch11)
(A) Water
(B) Coca Cola
(C) The abstracted idea of water
(D) Orange juice
141. What does Hazel (and the reader) learn about the Psychologist Abraham Maslow ? (ch13)
a. His hierarchy of human needs
b. His love of animals
c. His fight against cancer
d. His alcoholism
142

Hazel wants WHAT with respect to Kaitlyn
(A) Call her house and leave strange messages
(B) Toilet paper her house
(C) Egg her car
(D) Cut her hair
(E) Shop with her

143. What does Augustus always do in video games? (in several early chapters)
(A) Sacrifice himself dramatically
(B) Silly things that make Isaac laugh
(C) Kill everyone in sight
(D) Refuse to kill anyone
144. Towards the end of Augustus's life, his well-meaning sisters start attacking him with overwhelming
compliments. What are the names of his two sisters? (ch19)
a.
b.
c.
d.

Jodi & Maria.
Johanna & Mary.
Julia & Margaret.
Julie & Martha.

145. Hazel and Augustus share a kiss that earns a round of applause from bystanders at what tourist destination?
a. Anne Frank's house.
b. Vondelpark.
c. Van Gogh museum.
d. Oude Kerk

146 Hazel’s mom wants
(A) To get her real-estate license
(B) To become a nurse
(C) To become a social worker
(D) To get her masters in existential philosophy
147. What is the name of Anna’s pet hamster in An Imperial Affliction?
(A) Peter the Great
(B) Baxter
(C) Sparky “The Wheel Runner” James
(D) Sisyphus
148. In the end, Van Houten’s assistant
a. Slaps him
b. Marries him
c. Quits
d. Dies of cancer herself
149. What does Hazel find in the back seat of the car? (Ch 22)
a. The hamster
b. An old letter from Augustus
c. A flower
d. Peter van Houten
150. One reason for Van Houten’s alcoholism might well be
a. The fact that Lidowicj would not love him
b. Hazel did not respect him
c. The death of his parents at the hands of the Nazis
d. The death of his daughter

(ch 23)

151. Hazel has a friend who is described as being "an extremely sophisticated twenty-five-year old British socialite
stuck inside a sixteen-year-old body in Indianapolis." What is her name?
a. Lauren
b. Catherine
c. Karina
d. Kaitlyn
152. At what point does Augustus tell Hazel about the PET scan that verified his cancer was back?
a. In the beginning of their trip to Amsterdam.
b. At the end of their trip to Amsterdam.
c. During the flight home.
d. Once they're back in the United States.

153. What explosive object does Hazel repeatedly call herself when considering the pain her death will cause her
loved ones?
(A) A bomb
(B) A propane tank
(C) A grenade
(D) A missile
154. “The fault, dear Brutus, is not in our stars, but in ourselves, that we are underlings.” Which Shakespeare play does
the title of John Green’s book come from?
a. Coriolanus
b. MacBeth
c. Julius Caesar
d. Hamlet
155. Why does Augustus drive to a gas station in the middle of the night? (ch 19)
(A) To meet Hazel
(B) To buy a pack of cigarettes
(C) Because he is incoherent from pain medication
(D) Because he needed gas

156. On Augustus's 'Last Good Day,' one of his sisters tells Augustus that she can only hope her kids grow into
"the kind of thoughtful, intelligent young man" he had become. How do Hazel and Augustus respond? (ch20)
a. Hazel says, "He's not that smart." And Gus says, "She's right. It's just that most really good-looking people are
stupid, so I exceed their expectations."
b. Hazel says, "Right. It's primarily his hotness." Then Gus says, "It's kind of blinding."
c. Hazel says, "It actually did blind our friend Isaac." And Gus says, "Terrible tragedy, that. But can I help my own
deadly beauty?" Hazel says, "You cannot."
d. Gus says, "It is my burden, this beautiful face." Hazel says, "Not to mention your body."
And Gus says, "Seriously. Do not get me started on my hot bod. You don't want to see me naked, DaveAll of the
above.
157. Which of these is a side effect of dying that is not mentioned in The Fault in Our Stars?
(A) Depression
(B) Worry
(C) Restlessness
(D) Nostalgia for the good old days
158. The Fault in Our Stars is written in the point of view known as
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

First person protagonist
First person supporting
Third person omniscient
Third person limited
Third person objective

159. In chapter 24, Hazel and her mother argue about
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Taking enough medication
Taking too much medication
Eating enough healthy food
Eating too much healthy food.
Sleeping enough to protect health.

160. In chapter 24 Hazel’s mother is upset to learn that Hazel
a.
b.
c.
d.

Loved Augustus
Overheard the parents’ earlier talk about hazel dying
Might stop taking her meds
Is obsessing over Augustus’ death

161. The BIG question Hazel asks in chapter 24 is
a.
b.
c.
d.

“Do you two (parents) still love me?”
“Will I certainly die?”
“Will you two stay together if I die?”
“Was it worthwhile for me to love Augustus?”

162. Hazel’s mother (ch 24) assures her that Hazel’s father is NOT
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

a nerd
an overly emotional crybaby
too weak to face Hazel’s death
another Peter Van Houten
like one of those dad’s on the reality shows.

163. Hazel is surprised to learn that her mother is (ch 24)
a.
b.
c.
d.

Getting a part time job
Getting a full time job
Studying for a Masters Degree in social work
Thinking of becoming a registered nurse.

164. In chapter 25, someone calls to find out what it was like to be in love?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Patrick
Monica
Caroline
Kaitlyn
Augustus’ mother

165. Hazel is stunned to learn that (ch 25)
a. Augustus wrote to Van Houten in his last days.
b. August wrote love letters to Hazel and sent them off JUST before he died.
c. Augustus wrote to Lidowij Vliegenhardt
d. August wrote to Isaac at the end, declaring his love for Hazel.
166. Surprisingly, Hazel and her mother end up celebrating (ch25)
a.
b.
c.
d.

The Fourth of July
Cholera Awareness Day
Bastille Day
Harry Houdini’s birthday

167. Hazel and her parents enjoy a picnic at the
a.
b.
c.
d.

City Arena
baseball Field
neighborhood park
fake ruins

168. It turns out that (ch 25)
a. Augustus died in great pain
b. Augustus died in no pain
c. Augustus asked Van Houten to write a eulogy for Hazel
169. The Funky Bones is (ch 5)
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Augustus’ Favorite musical group
Isaac’s favorite musical group
Peter Van Houten’s favortite musical group.
An artwork in Cincinnati
An artwork in Indianapolis

170. At the end it becomes clear that the missing pages of Augustus journal book were (ch25)
a.
b.
c.
d.

A love letter to hazel
A request to his parents to take care of Hazel
A request to Isaac to take catre of Hazel
A letter to Van Houten asking for a eulogy

171. At the end it becomes clear that Augustus thought (ch25)
a.
b.
c.
d.

that he would die before Hazel
That Hazel would die first
That they would both survive for a long time
That they would die together

172. The Fault in Our Stars was written by
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Gordon Liddy
Ron Weiden
Thomas Moor
James Webber
John Green

173. It is obvious from the items and events in the novel that The Fault in Our Stars was written
a.
b.
c.
d.

In the 1960s
In the 1970s
In the 1980s
In the 2000s

174. The
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

human ANTAGONIST in this novel is

August
Hazel
Peter
Lidowij
Isaac

175. “The thing about pain is”
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

It robs us of our tomorrows.
To know pain is to know pleasure.
Only in pain can we reach for joy.
It demands to be felt.
It’s entirely in the mind.

176. A harmatia is
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

A heroic power
To be in love with romance
A tragic weakness
A variety of cancer
A breathing device for people with bad lungs

177. Discomposure
a.

Happy b. scared c. upset

d. danger

e. disaster

178. Eulogy
a. Words over a sick person

b. words over a dead person c. words over a famous person

179. Insidious
a. Famous

b. sickly

c. secretly damaging

d. openly gossipy e. realistic

180. Mien
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Refusing to help
Refusing to share
Old fashioned word for “face”
A person’s “look” or “manner”
A medicine cure

181. Filial
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Relating to devotion to a brother
b. sisterly
c. relating to devotion to parents
sickly
tragic flaw

182. indomitable
a. easily to defeat

b. impossible to defeat c. terminally ill

183. “I’m a grenade – about to explode”
a. simile
b. metaphor
c. hyperbole
d. understatement

d. recovering health

184. “Augustus had eyes like an angel.”
a. simile
b. metaphor
c. hyperbole
d. understatent
185. “I had a million reason to hate Caroline Mathers.”
a. simile
b. metaphor
c. hyperbole
d. understatement
186. “After hearing about his daughter’s death, I couldn’t make up my mind whether to love Van Houten or hate
him.”
a. internal conflict
b. external conflict
c. alliteration
d. understatement
187. “Both Augustus and I were victims – victims of a fatal need for true love. That was our ____________.”
a. liberation
b. assonance
c. alliteration
d. hamartia
e. understatement
188. The NONHUMAN ANTAGONIST in this novel is
a. pain
b. love
c. respect
d. cancer
e. loneliness

